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1. Introduction 
It is well-known that a right self-injective, left go-injective regular ing is directly 
finite, and then unit-regular (cf. [2, Theorem 9.29].) Also, it is proved in [3, 
Theorem 1.8] that a right go-Continuous, left g0-injective regular ring is left 
g0-continuous and so it is unit-regular. On the other hand, it is easy to show that 
if R is a regular ight g0-injective ring such that the lattice L(RR) of principal right 
ideals of R has countable suprema, then R is right g0-continuous. Hence, any right 
and left g0-injective regular ring R such that L(R R) (or L(RR)) has countable 
suprema is right and left g0-continuous and so it is unit-regular. Thus, it seems 
reasonable to ask whether right and left g0-injective regular rings are directly 
finite, or unit-regular. 
In this note we offer a necessary and sufficient condition for a factor ring of a 
directly infinite, prime, regular, right self-injective ring to be right and left 
g0-injective (Theorem 3.2). It follows from this characterization that there exists 
a large class of directly infinite, simple, regular, right and left g0-injective rings. 
For example, if R=Endo(V) ,  where V is a vector space over a skew field D such 
that dim D V is a singular cardinal, and M= {xeR:dimD(xV)<dimD V},then the 
factor ring T= R/M is a simple, regular right and left ~0-injective ring such that 
T~2T as right T-modules. 
In order to prove Theorem 3.2 we need a characterization f those factor rings 
of a directly infinite, prime, regular, right self-injective ring that are right 
g0-continuous which leads to Theorem 3.1. 
2. Preliminaries 
All rings considered in this note are associative with 1. 
A ring R is said regular (unit-regular) if for every a • R there exists an element 
(unit) x • R such that a = axa. 
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A ring R is called directly finite if the relation xy = 1 implies yx = 1, for elements 
x, y e R. In case R is not directly finite, we say that R is directly infinite. If A is a 
right R-module, we say that A is directly finite (directly infinite) if the ring 
EndR(A) is directly finite (directly infinite). It is well known that a unit-regular ring 
is directly finite cf. [2, Proposition 5.2]. 
Let M, N be right modules over a ring R. We write M<_N if M is isomorphic to 
a submodule of N, and we write M_< e N if M is an essential submodule of N, that 
is Ptq M is nonzero for all nonzero submodule P of N. 
We denote by E(A) the injective hull of a module A, and if a is a cardinal number, 
we denote by aA the direct sum of a copies of A. 
A ring R is right (left) go-injective provided every homomorphism from a coun- 
tably generated right (left) ideal of R into R extends to a right (left) R-module en- 
domorphism of R. Also, a regular ring R is said to be right (left) R0-continuous if 
every countably generated right (left) ideal of R is essential in a principal right (left) 
ideal of R. 
For a regular ring R, we denote by L(RR) the lattice of principal right ideals of 
R. 
The technique used in the proof of the following lemma is standard. For a related 
result, see [5, Theorem II.11.6]. 
Lemma 2.1. I f  R is a regular, right l%-injective ring such that L(RR) has countable 
suprema, then R is right Ro-continuous. 
Proof. Let J be a countably generated right ideal of R. By [2, Proposition 2.14] 
there exist orthogonal idempotents e~, e2,.., e R such that J= (~n~ enR" Let eR be 
the supremum of the sequence {enR}. We shall see that J<-eeR. IffRc_eR is such 
R oo enR) ontofR" that JN fR  =0, we consider the natural projection of 35 @((~n: l  
Since R is right ~0-injective, we see that this map is given by left multiplication by 
some element xeR.  So, we have xf=f,  Xen=O. This implies that xel({en})= 
R(1-e) ,  and consequently x (1 -e )=x.  Hence, xe=O, and since ef=f, we obtain 
f=xf=xef= O. This shows that R is right ~0-continuous. [] 
Let R be a prime, regular, right self-injective ring. We denote by g the infinite 
dimension function constructed by Goodearl and Boyle in [4]; that is,/z(A) is the 
smallest infinite cardinal a such that A does not contain a direct sum of a nonzero 
pairwise isomorphic submodules, for all nonzero nonsingular injective right R- 
module A, and/1(0) = 0. Thus, the values of/z are either 0 or infinite cardinals. 
The following lemma is essentially due to Goodearl and Boyle [4]. 
Lemma 2.2. Let R be a prime, regular, right self-injective ring and let A and B be 
directly infinite nonsingular injective right R-modules. Then 
(a) iz(A)<_g(B) if and only if A<~B, 
(b) g(A) =g(B) if and only if A=B,  
(c) p(A ~ B)=max{lu(A),lu(B)}. 
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proof. (a) It is clear from the definition of It that if A <B, then It(A)<_It(B). If 
#(A )<<_ It(B ), then it follows from [4, Theorem 14.2(g)] and the fact that A and B 
are directly infinite that A ~ B. 
(b) If It(A) =a(B), we have A _<B and B<A,  by (a). It follows from [2, Theorem 
10.14] that A-~B. 
(c) This is [4, Theorem 14.2(f)]. [] 
The following theorem, due to Goodearl, is very useful in the proof of our main 
results. 
Theorem 2.3 [2, Theorem 12.16]. Let R be a prime, regular right self-injective ring 
and let A be a nonzero nonsingular injective right R-module. Let a be any positive 
cardinal, and let fl be the successor o f  a. Then It(E(aA)) = max{]~, It(A)}. [] 
We denote by L2(R ) the lattice of two-sided ideals of R. If R is a prime, regular, 
right self-injective ring, and a is any cardinal number, then we see from [2, Proposi- 
tion 12.19] that the set H(a)= {x ~ R : It(xR)_< a} is an element of LE(R). Moreover, 
if 7=it(R) and f l=min{i t (xR) :x~R,x* :O},  then by [2, Theorem 12.21] the rule 
an H(a) defines an isomorphism of the interval [fl, y] onto the lattice LE(R ) -  {0}. 
A cardinal number a is called singular if a is the supremum of a sequence 
{an}n~l of cardinals uch that an<a for all n. Otherwise, a is called regular. We 
note that a singular cardinal is necessarily a limit cardinal. 
3. The main results 
Theorem 3.1. Let R be a directly infinite, prime, regular, right self-injective ring and 
set 7 = It(R), fl = min { It(xR) : x ~ R, x =/: 0}. Let I be a nonzero proper two-sided ideal 
of R and let a ~ [fl, y] be the cardinal number such that I = H(a). Then R / I  is right 
go-continuous i f and only i f  a is a regular cardinal. 
Proof. Set Q = R/ I  and write .~ for x +/ .  
Assume first that a is a regular cardinal. By [5, Lemma I1.14.11], Q is right 
~t0-injective. Hence, by Lemma 2.1, we need only prove that L(QQ) has countable 
suprema. Let J l ,  J2,  --. be a sequence of principal right ideals of Q. Choose idem- 
potents el, e2, ... e R such that ~'n Q = J,,. Since R is right self-injective there exists 
an idempotent e~R such that ~n=l enR<-e R" We shall see that ~Q is the sup- 
remum of the sequence {Jn}. If f is an idempotent in R such that Y. enQ<-fQ, we 
have en-fen ~I= H(a) for all n. It follows that g((en-fen)R) <-a for all n. 
We claim that if {hn, n = 1, 2, ... } is a sequence of orthogonal idempotents in R 
such that It(hnR)-< u for all n, and (~)n~ 1hnR <-e hR, then It(hR) <_ a. If  It(hnR) = a for 
some n, then E(@k~=l hkR)<-E(~o(hnR)) and so It(E(@k°~=l hkR))<_it(E(go(hnR)))= 
tt by Theorem 2.3. Consequently, It(hR) =it(E(t~)k~ j hkR)) = a. If g(hnR) = an < a 
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for all n, then a'<_a, where a' is the supremum of {an}. Since a is a regular car- 
dinal, we have a '<a.  Let x be a nonzero element in I. Then, by Theorem 2.3, 
p(E(a'(xR))) <_ a. By Lemma 2.2(a), we have hnR <E(go(hnR)) <~E(a'(xR)), and so 
E( (~n~= l hn R) < E( goa'(xR)) = E(a'(xR)). Hence, p(hR) <_ a. 
Oo 
Since ~n= l(en-fen)R can be expressed as a countable direct sum of principal 
right ideals generated by orthogonal idempotents (cf. [2, Proposition 2.14]) belong. 
E ing to H(a), the claim just proved shows that p( (Y~n=l(en-fen)R))<_a. 
Now, we have 
Oo O0 
~, (e, , - fen)R= ~ (e - fe )enR=(e- fe )  ~ enR 
n=l  n=l  n=l  
<-e (e -  fe)eR = (e -  fe)R. 
E Oo Consequently, (~n = l (en - fen)R)  = (e - fe )R .  This implies ~((e-fe)R) <a and 
so e- fee l .  It follows that oQ<fQ.  
Therefore, Q is right g0-continuous. 
Conversely, suppose that a is a singular cardinal. Choose a nonzero element 
x in I. Let ~ be the successor of a. By Theorem 2.3, p(E(a(xR)))=~, and since 
I is a proper two-sided ideal of R, ~_< y=~(R). Hence, by Lemma 2.2(a), 
E(go(a(xR)))<-RR. So, there exist orthogonal idempotents el,e E, ... e R such that 
g(enR)=O. We shall see that the family {enQ} does not have a supremum. 
Let e be an idempotent inR such that en Q-< ~Q for all n. We have en - een e H(a), 
and consequently lu((en - een)R) <_ a. Clearly, R = r(en- een) G aR, where aR = 
(en-  een)R. Set A n = r (en-  ee n) 0 enR. Choose principal right ideals B n, Cn such that 
An 0 Bn = r(en - een) and A n Q C n = e n R. We have A n G Bn 0 Cn <- r(en - een) t~ aR = 
R. Hence, Cn <- aR and so lu(Cn) < p(aR) < a. By Lemma 2.2(c), we have 
lz(An) = p(en R) = 3. 
Since a is a singular cardinal, there exists a sequence {an} of cardinal numbers 
such that a, ,<a and a is the supremum of {an}. From Lemma 2.2 we deduce 
E(an(xR))<-An for all n. Let Jn be right ideals of R such that Jn<An and 
Jn=-E(an(xR)). Then lU(Jn)<_a and 
u(E( In)) = u(E(E(a  (xR)) @ E(a2(xR)) ®. . .  )) = u(E(a(xR))) = 
Choose orthogonal idempotents fn , f~ e enR such that fnR = Jn and fnR ~f~R = 
e,,R, and choose orthogonal idempotents f , f '  in R such that E((~n=lfnR ) =fR and 
E((~n~=lf~R)=f'R. Since (~fnR<eR,  we have fR<_eR. Set g=e- fe ,  and note 
that eg = ge = g. So, gQ < ~Q. Note that (e -  ge)R = (e - (e - fe)e)R =feR =fR = 
E(@f.R) and so lz((e-ge)R)=~>a. This shows that gQ<~.Q. 
Now, ~n--g~.n=gn--(ty-- t~)~.n=~.n--~.n +j~n. Moreover, fenR=f ( fnR~f~R)= 
fnR. Hence, en Q < gQ. 
This shows that the subset {enQ} ~L(QQ) does not have a supremum in L(Qo). 
Consequently, Q is not right g0-continuous. [] 
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Theorem 3.2. Let R be a directly infinite, prime, regular, right self-injective ring and 
let I be a proper two-sided ideal of  R. Then the factor ring R/1  is right and left 
8o-injective if  and only i f  p(R) is the successor o f  a singular cardinal and I is a 
nonzero maximal two-sided ideal o f  R. 
ProOf. Set Q = R/ I  and write ~ for x + 1. 
If J is any two-sided ideal of R, then we see from [5, Lemma II. 14.11] that R/ J  
is a right 80-injective regular ring. 
First, assume that I is a nonzero two-sided maximal ideal of R and/z(R) is the 
successor of a singular cardinal. Let a be the predecessor f p(R), so that ! = H(a) = 
{x ~ R : g(xR) < a} and a is a singular cardinal. Since I is a nonzero ideal of R, we 
can choose a nonzero element a e R such that lz(aR)<_ a. 
We claim that there exists an independent sequence {J~}n~l of principal right 
ideals of R such that J~ c_ H(a) for all n and (~,,~=1 Jn-e R. Since a is a singular 
cardinal, there exists a sequence {a,,} of cardinal numbers uch that an<a for all 
n and a is the supremum of {an}. Applying Theorem 2.3 we have p(E(a(aR)))= 
p(R), and so, by Lemma 2.2(b), E(a(aR))=R. On the other hand, 
E(a(aR)) -- E(al (aR) ~ a2(aR) ~) ... ) =- E(E(al (oR)) 0 E(a2(aR)) (~ ... ). 
Hence, there exist independent principal right ideals J1, J2,... such that 
Jn--E(an(aR)) and (~)n~= 1 "In <--e R, as claimed. 
Let K be a countably generated left ideal of Q and let f be a homomorphism 
from K into Q. We shall see that f is given by right multiplication by some element 
of Q. By [2, Proposition 2.14] there exist orthogonal idempotents el,e2,.., e R 
such that (~,,~ Qen =K. Clearly, el, e2, ... are orthogonal idempotents in Q. Set 
-~n =f(g,,) and note that we can suppose that xn ~ enR. 
Define a right R-module homomorphism ~p from (~n~lJn into R by 
~p(z,,)=(k=l ~ xk) zn=k=l ~ xkzn, for an element z~Jn .  
Since R is right self-injective, ~p is given by left multiplication by x, say. Since 
x k ~ e~R and el, e2, ... are orthogonal idempotents, we have 
e ixz  n = 
and consequently 
So, 
iZ, ifn>_i, 
if n<i,  
(X i  - -  eix)zn = I 0 if n _> i, 
XiZn if n < i. 
(A ) ) (xi - eix) ,In = (xi - eix) ,in for i = 1, 2, .... 
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Since (~n~= 1 J,, -<e R, we have (Xg - eix)( ~ ,~ i J,,) <-e (xi - eix)R. Hence 
i-I ) 
(xi-eix)(n(~____l Jn <e (xi-eix) R. 
Since Jn are principal right ideals and R is regular, we have that (xi-  eix)(O)~-11 Jn) 
e xV ~-  J Jn) = (xi - eix)R for is a principal right ideal of R. We deduce that (xi -  i j[k2Jn= 1 
i = 1, 2, ....  Since Jn c_ H(a) for all n, this implies xi - eix ~ H(ot) all i, and so xi - gi£ 
in Q. This proves that Q is left g0-injective. 
Now, assume that Q=R/ I  is left ~0-injective. Since R is directly infinite, it 
follows from [2, Theorem 9.29] that I~0 .  So, we can write I=H(a), where 
a e [fl,/z(R)] being ]~ = min{/z(xR) :x~ R, x#:0}. 
By [2, Theorem 10.16], RR =-- 2RR, and so (R/J)R/s =- 2(R/J)R/s for any two-sided 
ideal J of R. It follows that R/ J  is directly infinite for any proper two-sided ideal 
J o fR .  
Therefore, Q is directly infinite. From [3, Theorem 1.8] and Theorem 3.1 we 
deduce that a is a singular cardinal. Let fi be the successor of a. By [5, Lemma 
II.14.11], R/H(~)is left ~0-injective. Since 6 is a regular cardinal, it follows from 
Theorem 3.1 that R/H(~) is right ~0-continuous. Hence, by [3, Theorem 1.8], we 
have that R/H(t~) is directly finite. It follows that R = H(~). So, I is a nonzero maxi- 
mal two-sided ideal of R and p(R)= fi is the successor of a singular cardinal. [] 
The following amusing result of Goodearl (private communication) shows 
another way to construct examples of directly infinite, regular, right and left 
l%-injective rings. 
Theorem 3.3. Any right nonsingular ring R can be embedded in a regular, right and 
left l~o-injective ring. 
Proof. For any ring S, let Q(S) be the maximal right quotient ring of S and let Q*(S) 
be the maximal eft quotient ring of Q(S). Define Q1 (R)= Q*(R), and Qa(R) induc- 
tively by Qa+I(R)=Q*(Qa(R)); Qa(R)=li_mB<aQ~(R) when a is a limit ordinal. 
Now, it is easy to see that if K2 is the first uncountable ordinal, then QD(R) is a 
regular, right and left l%-injective ring. [] 
Menal observes that we can use Theorem 3.2 to obtain the following result which 
also is an improvement of [1, Theorem 4.3]. 
Theorem 3.4. Let R be an algebra over afield K. Then, there exists a simple, regular, 
right and left go-injective ring S containing R with centre K. 
Proof. Let I be a set such that II1 is a singular cardinal with [I I _>dimxR. Let 
R[Xi] be the polynomial ring in the commuting indeterminates {Xi ] i ~ I}. We have 
dimr R[Xi] = (dimr R)-111 = [I[. 
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Set V-R[Xi]. We define a map r~P from R into Endx(V) by 
P (o )=r .v  (veV) .  
Clearly, this map is a ring homomorphism. Let M= {x e EndK(V) [ dimx x(V) < 
II]} be the maximal two-sided ideal of Endx(V). Then, by Theorem 3.2, the fac- 
tor ring S = Endx(V) /M is a simple, regular, right and left R0-injective ring. Also, 
it is shown in [7, Corollary 3.3] that the centre of S is K. 
Denote by ~z the natural projection from Endr(V)  onto S. We claim that the 
map ¢ : R ~ S given by ~p(r) = 7t(f) is injective. For, let r be a nonzero element in R. 
Since the family {r- Xi]ieI} is K-linearly independent, we see that direr P(V) = ]I l 
and thus P ~ M so tp(r) ~: 0. 
This claim completes the proof. [] 
The referee has pointed out to me that another source of l%-injective regular 
rings can be found in [6, p. 237]. 
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